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Identify and respond to the needs of Irish prisoners abroad and
their families;
Research and provide relevant information to prisoners on
issues such as deportation, repatriation and transfer;
Focus public attention on issues affecting Irish prisoners
(ill-treatment, racist abuse, etc.);
Engage in practical work in aid of justice and human rights for
Irish migrants, refugees and prisoners at an international level;
Visit Irish prisoners abroad where possible both in the UK and
elsewhere.
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Greetings from the ICPO
I hope for some of you reading this, things have slowly begun to
turn the corner after what has been an especially challenging year.
For many, access to vaccinations is a bit away yet, and visits from
loved ones further still. I am conscious too as I write, of the
significant challenges being faced in parts of the world such as
India. Hopefully, we will be able to move past this in the not too
distant future. I would urge all of you to keep in touch with ICPO,
and let us know how you are doing and if you have any particular
worries or concerns we might be able to help with. I also want to
thank the more than 100 of you who took the time to respond to
our survey. We will be working on the information over the coming
weeks and sharing it with you in our autumn newsletter. It really is
a great help to us in ensuring we are supporting you in the way that
you need - insofar as we can.
In this edition of the newsletter we have a very informative piece
from Fran Laycock, Consular Office Manager at the Department of
Foreign Affairs. We work closely with Irish consular staff both in
Dublin and at their respective missions overseas in trying to
support Irish people in prison overseas and greatly value their
relationship.
ICPO Casework and Family Support Officer, Leslie Alcock is leaving
us after almost three years in the role. She has been a wonderful
colleague and while we will all muss her, wish her well in her new
role. Orla Dick will be returning to ICPO in Leslie’s absence and we
will also be re-assigning some of the Maynooth staff to different
roles. If they are your caseworker they will be in touch with you
directly. I would also like to welcome Sally Murphy to the ICPO
London team. Sally will be working two days a week based around
Merseyside. Sally has been working with Irish prisoners in the area
for many years and brings a wealth of experience with her.
There is an excellent article by Tony O’Connor talking about his
recent interest in artwork and entries to the Koestler Awards. A
photo of a recent entry is found on the back page. His story is a
real encouragement to people to give something new a try - be it
artwork, writing or poetry etc. We are running another “Day in the
Life” writing competition and I would encourage all of you to
consider entering.
Many thanks as always to our regular contributors and to our
volunteer Eileen, for all hew work in putting this newsletter
together.
Brian Hanley
ICPO Coordinator
Front Cover: The Covention Centre, Dublin
Photographer: Michael Barry
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Transfer of Sentence
There continues to be little good news in relation to
transfer of sentences (repatriation) to Ireland. In
February 2021, the Minister for Justice & Equality,
Helen McEntee published the Report on the Operation
of the Transfer of Sentenced Persons Acts for 2019,
which gives details of progress with transfers into and
out of the country for that year. The annual report,
which was ten months late showed the following in
relation to inwards transfers:


There were no transfers into the country in 2019,
for the third year in a row



Three applications were refused in 2019



Three applications were accepted, pending
consent



There were 25 applications active at the end of
2019, of which two began the application process
in 2012 and 2013.

An amendment to the existing legislation was the
State’s response to dealing with the problem of
incompatibly of sentences in the UK. However despite
the amending legislation being drafted two years ago,
and the ruling from the Supreme Court which shed light
on the problems relating to the legislation almost five
years ago, it is still not on the Government’s priority list
of legislation. This is unacceptable given the worry and
uncertainty experienced by prisoners and families
awaiting this legislative change in order for their
application to be successful.
For one group, those in prison in Europe, there is some
progress to report. Legislation to transpose Framework
Decision 2008/909/JHA is advancing and is expected
to be introduced in the Oireachtas (parliament) in the
coming months, however it may still take some time
before it will be finally enacted.

The Minister’s report for 2020 is due for publication by
the end of April, a requirement of the Transfer of
Sentenced Persons Acts, and based on discussions with
officials and information applicants have shared with
ICPO we expect the number of active cases to be less
than 10. This is because many applicants have either
received a decision or are in the final stage of the
process. While it is welcome that there has been an
improvement in the processing times, it would seem that
despite the long wait for a decision the majority of
applicants that we are aware of have had their
applications refused.

in the coming months. This legislation will allow for
prisoners within the EU to be transferred within a
short timeframe. While it is not without its problems
the ICPO will be engaging with members of the
Oireachtas to ensure safeguards are put in place within
the legislation that would prevent prisoners from being
transferred against their will.
While the outlook isn’t encouraging for anyone
interested in returning to Ireland to serve the
remainder of their sentence, we would advise anyone
interested in applying to begin the application process.
There is nothing to be lost by submitting an application,
providing your expectations and those of your family
are realistic. It is essential that you bear in mind that
at present very few people are being accepted and the
possibility of being refused due to sentence
incompatibility is high. However, once the legislation is
amended, the situation should be a lot more hopeful.

We are monitoring cases closely and based on the
outcomes of a number of applications it is now clear
that the Department of Justice is primarily refusing
applications on the basis that the sentence is not
compatible with Irish law. The Minister referred to
this in answering a question put to her by Deputy
Thomas Pringle, when she explained that 2 of the 3
applications refused in 2019 had been refused “as the
sentences imposed by the Sentencing states are not
compatible with Irish Law and would require a change in
the current legislation to execute the transfer.”

The ICPO continues to engage with members of the
Oireactas, the Irish Prison Service, and the
Department of Justice & Equality to highlight the
issues being experienced by prisoners and their families
as a result of the State’s poor performance in relation
to the implementation of the Transfer of Sentenced
Persons Acts.

This has long been the issue with determinate and IPP
sentences in the UK, where no such comparable
sentence exists in Irish legislation, however recent
refusals point to sentences containing an aspect of
parole or a monetary fine as also being deemed
incompatible. This is a troubling development, given
most sentences from another jurisdiction will vary in
some way from an Irish sentence. More troubling still is
the fact that the impediments which have faced
prisoners in the UK for years are now being extended
to prisoners in other jurisdictions.
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If you are affected by this, it would be helpful to
contact your local TDs in Ireland to highlight your
situation and the impact it is having on you and your
family. If you would like assistance in doing so, please
contact the ICPO and we will give you information and
guidance about how to contact your local
representatives.
Ciara Kirrane
Casework, Information & Policy Officer

Department of Foreign Affairs—Consular Assistance Team

So who are we and what do we do? The Consular Assistance team is a unit made up of a small number
of case officers and regional managers who, assisted by the combined resources of our 82 Embassies
and Consulates around the world, provide support to Irish citizens overseas.
What is Consular Assistance? Consular Assistance is advice and practical support offered to Irish
citizens abroad who are in distress. Everyday examples of consular assistance would be helping Irish
people abroad, who have lost their passports, offering advice and support to citizens in the unfortunate
case of a death, serious accident or illness. However, you might not be aware but we also provide
assistance in cases of arrest or detention.
The Department of Foreign Affairs through the Assistance Team and our Embassies and Consulates
provides a range of help and support to its citizens imprisoned abroad. The support offered by us is non
-judgemental and it is built around your needs. Your trust is very important to us and we will treat you
and any information you give to us in a strictly confidential manner. We will not share information about
your situation, even to your family, without your consent.
The Department of Foreign Affairs deals with some 200 plus arrests every year, with new prisoner
cases arising from those arrests. These cases by their nature can be long-running and often require
ongoing support.
Consular support provided to Irish prisoners abroad includes:
Helping you to keep in contact with family or friends;
 Providing information about prison arrangements, arranging for funds sent by your family to be
transferred to the prisoner (in line with prison arrangements);
Seeking to ensure you are not discriminated against in any way on account of your nationality;
Seeking to ensure access to appropriate legal representation.
As well as ensuring local authorities fulfil their obligations in relation to your health and wellbeing.
However, while it is important to know what we in Consular Assistance can do for you, to manage your
expectations, it is just as important to know what we can’t do for you, for instance:
We can’t get you out of prison, pay fines or give the arresting authorities guarantees on your
behalf.
We can’t offer legal advice, formally recommend or pay for legal representation.

 We can’t provide financial support—we can only transfer funds from family and friends, where
possible.
There are hundreds if not thousands of Irish citizens in prison throughout the world, with the majority
being in Britain. The charges under which you are detained range from relatively minor issues to more
substantial charges. Regardless of the charges, all Irish citizens who are arrested or detained abroad
are entitled to seek Consular Assistance from the resident or accredited Irish Embassy or Consulate,
provided they entered that country on their Irish passport.
Irish citizens who have been charged with offences against local laws are entitled to have access to a
defence lawyer and have a right to receive a fair and just trial, regardless of the circumstances.
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Department of Foreign Affairs Consular Assistance Team

The Irish Embassy or Consulate will do all that is possible to ensure that the treatment afforded to you
as a detained Irish citizen is not compromised in any way on account of you being a foreign citizen in the
host country. Also, that you, the Irish citizen, are treated no less favourably than a local citizen would
be treated if they had committed a similar offence.
The Department has no money or budget available to financially support you as a detained citizen
overseas. However, the Consular Assistance Unit and the Missions will remain at the disposal of your
family should they wish to transfer funds to your prison account, via our Advance of Funds process.
Our Embassies and Consulates will maintain close and proactive contact with Irish prisoners detained in
the jurisdiction of their consular responsibility, in so far as this is possible and subject to their/your
wishes, Irish detainees retain the right to refuse all offers of contact, support and consular assistance
offered by us. Nevertheless, the Embassies or Consulates would ensure that their contact details are
left with the prison authorities in the event that assistance or support is required at a future time.
Examples of our consular assistance include the situation of two Irish citizens who were unable to contact family in Ireland as the prison phone system was encountering difficulties in calling international
numbers. The Embassy made representations to the prison’s intelligence unit on behalf of the citizens
and put forward a proposed temporary solution to the problem. The Embassy also facilitated the passing
of messages to family through the Consular Assistance Unit while they waited for the issues to be
resolved.
We were also able to assist another Irish citizen with facilitating an advance of funds during the
pandemic. His family in Ireland were cocooning, and were unable to attend the bank/post office. This
was further complicated as the prison did not accept electronic transfers.
While the amount of assistance we provide might be limited by where you have been incarcerated, never
the less it is your right as an Irish citizen overseas to seek Consular Assistance, if you need it.
Fran Laycock
Consular Office Manager

Iveagh House, Stephen’s Green—home to the DFA
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Biden’s Presidency and
criminal justice reforms in
the United States
According to the Marshall Project, Joe Biden “has been elected on the most progressive criminal justice platform
of any major party cndidate in generations.” Praise indeed but many are asking what he will actually achieve in
terms of criminal justice reform and what difference Biden’s presidency will make to the many people
incarcerated in America. During his election campaign Joe Biden set out four key principles 1 that would drive his
criminal justice policy if elected:
Reduce the numbers in prison. The United States has by far the highest number of people incarcerated in
comparison with other Western countries, and although the numbers in prisons have reduced in recent years,
there are still over 2 million people in prison in the US. The President intends to tackle mandatory minimum
sentences. There are over 60,000 federal prisoners serving these sentences and while the President support
mandatory minimum sentences as a Senator, he now regrets this.

2

Biden plans to use federal funds to

encourage states do more to reduce incarceration and emphasise crime prevention. This will include providing
federal funding to states that reduce mandatory minimum sentences and put in place earned credit
programmes.
Tackle racial, gender, and income-based disparities in the criminal justice system. It is widely accepted
that ethnic minorities and people on low income are over-represented in the prison population, Biden has
proposed a number of measures to address these disparities including reform of drugs laws and ending
incarceration for drug use alone and instead focusing on treatment for those who need help.
Refocus the system on redemption and rehabilitation. President Biden in a recent Executive Order stated
that “Incarcerated individuals should be given a fair chance to fully integrate into their communities,
including by participating in programming tailored to earning a good living, securing affordable housing and
participating in our society as our fellow citizens.” A small step in the right direction has been taken by
Congress restoring Pell Grants to people in prison. These grants are aimed helping low income people access
third level education.
Ending profiteering in the criminal justice system. Biden has committed to no one profiting from the
criminal justice system. In addition to private prisons, Biden is committed to clamping down on private
companies charging prisoners and their families very high rates to make phone calls. While there are only
approximately 14,000 federal prisoners in private prison, many states rely heavily on private prisons as well
as private companies to provide other criminal justice services—providing a challenge to the President’s hope
of ending profiteering at state level.
Death penalty and life without parole (LWOP).
President Biden has spoken on many occasions about his Catholic faith and how it has guided his decisions.
Catholic teaching on the death penalty and LWOP could not be more clear. Pope Francis reiterated in 2020 the
Church’s opposition to the death penalty in all circumstances and also to life sentences which he referred to as
the “secret death penalty.”3 Joe Biden has a mixed record on the death penalty but during the campaign he
6

undertook to end it at federal level. In 2020 for the first time in US history the federal Government executed
more prisoners than all the states combined. It is unlikely that the Biden administration will repeat this but it is
important that he acts immediately to prevent any further federal executions. He can again use federal funding
to encourage states to abolish the death penalty. Public support for the death penalty is at its lowest in over 50
years.
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Similarly opposition is growing to life without parole, particularly in some states and attempts have been

made by some state representatives to legislate for eligibility for parole after 25 years. The President should
lead the way on this.
Biden’s proposals on removing barriers for people released from prison
Many ICPO clients are first and generation Irish or are dual US-Irish citizens and they remain in the United
States after release from prison. There are often barriers in the way of successful re-entry into society,
including access to housing, work and medical treatment. The Biden administration has set a goal of housing for
everyone released from prison. Further plans include expanded access to mental health and drug treatment for
people newly released from prison and increased opportunities for training and developing new stills.
Immigration reform
Many Irish people in the United States welcomed the end of the Trump administration’s hardline approach to
immigration. However, while there was considerable disquiet among the Irish community in the US when Trump
was elected, numbers of deportations of undocumented Irish nationals did not increase to the extent feared.
Although we are just three months into the Biden Presidency, both the words and actions of the administration in
relation to immigration indicate a shift in priorities. In addition to ending the use of private prison facilities,
Biden has pledged to end private detention facilities. The majority of detainees held by Immigration and Customs
Detention (ICE) are held in private facilities. These vary in quality and some ICPO clients have described
detention centres as being worse than prison with very basic conditions, little to do and poor health care.
The numbers of people detained by ICE had dropped considerably from the daily average of over 50,000 in 2019
to less than 16 thousand in 2021 (to end of March). The President has committed to looking at the option of noncustodial, community alternatives. Most Irish people come into contact with ICE if they have been charged with an
offence and are undocumented or if convicted, on release from prison where they are detained until their
deportation.
It is estimated that 20,000 undocumented Irish people in the US, many of whom have lived in the US for some
time and contributed to society but without a means or regularizing their status, they are liable for deportation.
Biden has announced plans for pathways to citizenship for all 11 million undocumented in the US. Although
Congress as approved pathways for certain categories of migrant, a more general scheme is likely to face
considerable opposition.
Conclusion
Many of the Biden Administration’s criminal justice are ambitious but the difficulties facing the President in
reforming the criminal justice system cannot be underestimated. Among the challenges will be competing
priorities and opposition in Congress. It remains to be seen how different the US criminal justice system will be
in 2024.
Catherine Kenny, ICPO
Caseworker (USA and Europe).
1.
2.
3.

4.

Justice, Joe Biden’s Criminal Justice Policy
Marshall Project , What Biden’s win means for the future of criminal justice. November 2020.
Pope Francis, Fratelli Tutti, 03 October 2020.
Death Penalty Information Center. Gallup Poll: Public Support for the Death Penalty Lowest in a HalfCentury, 24 Nov 2020
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F

amily Matters
This section is for families who have a loved one in prison.
Do you have useful information that may be helpful to other families?
Have you a question you would like to see answered on this page in the future?
If so, please contact Leslie Alcock, Casework and Family Support Officer, ICPO
Maynooth. Email: leslie.alcock@iecon.ie or call on +353-1-505-3110.

This has been a very challenging year for us all and we have shown great resilience and strength in
these extraordinary times we find ourselves in. The Covid-19 pandemic has caused significant worry and
stress and it is important that we take a breath and realize how well we have been coping and to make
sure we encourage ourselves and each other to continue to mind ourselves. Here is a short list of
healthy ways to cope with the stress related to Covid-19;
 Take breaks from reading, listening and watching the news and social media posts in relation to
Covid-19
 Take care of your physical health by ensuring to eat healthy, well balanced meals, exercise regularly,
get plenty of sleep, continue to follow government safety guidelines in relation to social distance etc
and take deep breaths, stretch or meditate
 Take time to unwind and relax
 Connect with family and friends in a safe way and talk about your concerns and feelings
 Albeit difficult not seeing our loved ones the way we want; we have found new ways to stay in touch
and keep connected while keeping ourselves safe. Below are Covid-19 related updates on
communication, resettlement and sending payments to loved ones to help maintain contact.
Video calls with a loved one in the UK
To follow up from last summer’s article on keeping in touch with a loved one, Purple visits teamed up
with the Ministry of Justice in the UK last year to enable the prisons to provide a secure video calling
facility during the Covid-19 pandemic. Here is the link to their website; https://www.purplevisits.com/
purple-visits-for-prisons.
You can set up an account from anywhere in the world. You will need a photo ID like a passport or
drivers licence and a proof of address like a utility bill, bank statement to set up the account. If you
are having difficulty setting up an account, they advised that they don’t have a customer service
number to call but they have an online chat feature where you can talk to someone between 9am and
7pm about any issues you are experiencing in setting up the account or making a booking and they
respond quickly. You can also email them at: hello@purplevisits.com.
Sending a payment to a loved one in the UK
Similarly, following up from last summer’s article on keeping in touch with a loved one, here is some
updated information on sending a payment to a loved one in prison in the UK so that they can maintain
contact with you. Since November 2020, you can no longer send a person in prison cash, a cheque or
postal order by post. However, you can now make a payment with a Visa, Mastercard or Maestro debit
card. You cannot use a credit card. This new payment service is free, secure and available in all prisons
in England and Wales. You will also need the person’s date of birth and their prison number to make the
payment. Here is the link to the website to make these payments: https://www.gov.uk/send-prisonermoney. If you don’t have a debit card or are unable to use a computer or smart phone, you can apply for
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an exemption which will allow you to send money by post. To apply for an exemption, you will have to
fill out an exemption request form which your ICPO caseworker can send you or it can be downloaded
from the website mentioned above. In order to be eligible for an exemption, you need to provide
evidence that you were refused a bank account or that your current bank will not give you access to a
debit card.
Sending a payment to a loved one in Australia
Secure Payment Services is a facility that allows you to send your loved one a payment in Australia. It
is a relatively new service and is not operating in all prisons yet. They are operating in most prisons in
Victoria and Queensland and in a few other locations. They have increased substantially the number
of prisons they operate in this past year. To sign up, you must provide your full address and not a P.O.
Box as they need to verify your address before allowing you to send money for the first time. If you
are unable to email them a photograph or scanned copy of your ID, you will need to wait for the
Security Code to arrive via the post. This is to ensure the service remains secure. You must also be
on the visitor list for the person you are sending the payment to. Here is the link to the website:
https://www.secure-payment-services.com.au/
Mandatory hotel quarantine in Ireland
Further to last year’s article in the autumn newsletter about the resettlement of a loved one in
Ireland when released during Covid, the Irish government recently introduced mandatory hotel
quarantine to reduce the spread of Covid-19. If your family member is due for release and is planning
to return to Ireland soon, they will have to quarantine in a hotel if they are travelling to Ireland from
a country on the “category 2” list, or if they have transited through a country on that list in the 14
days before their arrival in Ireland. Your loved one is also expected to quarantine in a hotel if they
come from any country but don’t have a “negative or not detected (PT-PCR)” test taken within 72
hours. If your family member is coming from a country not on the list, they are expected to
quarantine in their home. The countries on the “category 2 list are highlighted below, and they have
been placed on this list because they are considered to be high risk for the Covid-19 variant. Please
note this list is subject to change. If your loved one will need to quarantine in a hotel, please don’t
hesitate to contact your ICPO caseworker and we will help make arrangements. For more information
on the mandatory hotel quarantine look up Citizen’s information: https://www.citizensinformation.ie/
en/travel_and_recreation/travel_to_ireland/hotel_quarantine.html.
Here are some of the countries currently on the mandatory quarantine list:
Africa:

Kenya, Somalia, South Africa

Asia:

Pakistan, Philippines, United Arab Emirates

Europe:

Austria, Belgium, France, Italy, Turkey

South America:

Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Peru

North America:

United States, Canada

"Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to share some news with you all. I will be leaving my
position as casework and family support officer at the ICPO at the end of the month. I have really
enjoyed my time working with the ICPO and I wish you all the best for the future. I am also pleased
to share that I am leaving you in great hands as Ciara Kirrane, the current casework, information &
policy officer will be taking on the role of casework and family support officer. "
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Sports Shorts
with Ian Hanna
Well folks life throughout the world is still being
dominated by the COVID-19 pandemic despite the
inoculation of hundreds of millions of people. Sport
at all levels has been hit hard and while professional
sport is taking place, practically all amateur sport,
both team or individual, contact or non-contact has
suffered badly. This has had a negative impact on
people’s mental and physical wellbeing and the fear is
that many people especially teenagers and young
adults will not resume sporting activities when
restrictions are lifted. Regardless there is plenty to
talk about so here goes.
RUGBY
Ireland had high hopes of winning the 6-Nations
championship but narrow losses to Wales away (2116), France at home (13-15) left coach Andy Farrell
and his team staring at a bleak season. After winning
easily against Italy in Rome 10-45 they scraped an
away win against Scotland 24-27, with a difficult
penalty kick in the last minute, before beating a
misfiring England team at home 32-18. It is safe to
say that one swallow does not a summer make and
Ireland needs to convert its possession and
territorial superiority into scores. Of interest is
who will replace Johnny Sexton when he retires, he
is 35 and the burning question is will he be part of
the Rugby World Cup 2023 in France? Of more
immediate importance is the Lions 2020 summer tour
to South Africa, the reigning World Champions and
how many Irish players will be on the outward bound
flight.
SOCCER
Ireland’s chances of qualifying for the World Cup in
Qatar during November and December 2022 took a
hammer blow as they lost their opening two matches
in qualifying Group A against Serbia away 3-2,
following it up three days later with a disastrous 0-1
loss at home to Luxembourg. Home and away games
against Portugal, the current European Championship
and Azerbaijan await but already qualification is
practically beyond us. Losing at home to the men
from the Grand Duchy was the death knell in what
was always going to be a tough group to come out of.
Only the group winners automatically go through
directly to the finals, while the second team are
involved in play-off games to advance to Qatar. The
perceived wisdom was that Ireland and Serbia would

battle it out for second place but this now seems
unlikely. Was the loss at home to Luxembourg
expected? No but what was expected was a morale
boosting win by a couple of goals. Stephen Kenny, the
Irish manager has now been in charge for 10 games
with no wins and his team scoring only three goals.
The next qualifying games are in September and
some people are saying he should go and allow time
for his successor to put his ideas and plans into
place.

GAA
In 2021 neither a ball has been kicked nor a sliotar
struck so far, with no club or inter-county games or
training taking place. The GAA is hoping that at the
beginning of April the government will lift some
restrictions to permit amateur sports including the
GAA to recommence on field activities. The GAA had
drawn up a fixtures plan for 2021 but subsequently
had to say these plans are on hold and they have
made no firm decisions on what competitions may or
may not be facilitated in any revised fixture
programme. Options include remaining with the
revised programme of last year which saw club games
during the first half of the year and the inter
county competitions concluding with the All Ireland
finals in December. Or, do they reverse it? A lot will
depend on the vaccination roll out, COVID-19 cases,
possibility of fans attending games and what the
GAA deem as their priorities.
In early April the GAA announced that the majority
of intercounty competitions will recommence in early
May with truncated National Leagues, June for the
provincial championships and the All Ireland hurling
final on 21/22 August and the football final on 28/29
August. The football championship will follow the
same format as last year being a straight knock out
while the hurling will once again have the safely net
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Summer 2020
of the qualifiers. Club championships will commence
once the county has been knocked out of the
championship and club only competitions will commence
in early September. This is a reversal of last year
when the All Ireland intercounty finals were held in
December. Hopefully with the roll out of COVID-19
vaccinations, spectators will be allowed to attend
games once again albeit in restricted numbers.

captain a Ryder Cup team, won at Gleneagles in
Scotland in 2014. Spectators play an incredible part in
this competition and when this is factored in with the
greater playing ability of the US golfers I think it will
be a home victory.
OLYMPICS
It was recently confirmed that the postponed Tokyo
Olympics will take place in July/August 2021 but
without any spectators due to COVID-19. Ireland’s
best chances of medals lie once more with our rowers
and boxers and an outside chance in gymnastics, show
jumping and some track events. Pride of place for me
goes to the Ladies Irish Hockey team who followed up
on reaching the World Cup final in 2018 by qualifying
for the first time for an Olympic tournament. This is
an incredible achievement and represents what hard
work and determination, albeit with considerable skill,
can achieve.

On the field of play it looks to be a straight shootout
between Kerry and Dublin for All-Ireland Football
honours. The sky blues have achieved six in-a-row but
I think the seventh will be just beyond their reach.
In the small ball game it is hard to see beyond
Limerick again and they would love to achieve a two in
a row. The Cats are always credible contenders and I
think the Premier County will be a threat.

INDIVIDUALS
Some Irish individuals have achieved outstanding
results in their chosen sports and this time I am not
including that icon of all that is good in Irish sport as
well as Irish life, Katie Taylor. I refer to Rachel
Blackmore, the National Hunt professional jockey
from Co Tipperary, who became the first female
jockey to win the Aintree Grand National in its 182
years. In addition, at this year’s Cheltenham Festival
she became the first female jockey to be crowned
leading Cheltenham jockey, as well as winning the
prestigious Champion Hurdle. These are incredible
achievements for the modest 31 year old and
represent the smashing of one the biggest glass
ceilings in sport.

Pádraig Harrington
GOLF
This year sees the postponed 2020 Ryder cup
taking place in September in Wisconsin, USA . The
European Ryder Cup captain is our own Pádraig
Harrington who won three majors during his hugely
successful career. Currently in the World Rankings
of top 25 golfers, the USA has 15 golfers and
Europe 8. Our own Rory McIlory is No 11 while
Shane Lowry is No 44 and he will have a struggle to
make the team. There is plenty of time between now
and next September so fortunes can ebb and flow.
Pádraig will bring his meticulous planning and
organisation to get the best out of his team. Ryder
cups are not always won by having the best players
in your team, but more on how they gel and
encourage each other. A classic example of this
was when Paul McGinley, the first Irishman to

Sam Bennett, the Irish road cyclist sprinter continues
his excellent results from last year’s Tour de France
and Vuelta a Espana by winning this year stages in the
classic Paris-Nice race, in the Tour of the UAE and
winning outright a one day race in Belgium. He has yet
to decide if he will take part in the Olympics but a
decision is expected soon.
Take care, be safe and some regular exercise helps to
cope with lockdown and other COVID-19 restrictions.
Ian Hanna
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Art in Prison
Give Nature a Hand
I have been in prison since 2013. In 2016 I
decided to apply for art classes as I liked
colouring books as a child and that child was
stirring inside me. So I did Level 1 and Open Level
1 in art and I got my certificates. When I asked
to do Level 2 they said there were not enough
funds.

Millennium Museum in Sheffield until May and
then to be shown at a Police and Prison museum
in Ripon. The materials I used for this piece was
mainly matches, cotton wool, acrylic paint and
varnish.
My idea stems from the time I spent in my garden
in the summer. I loved the wildlife which came
into my garden as I sat watching after gardening.
I built a couple of bird boxes and bought feeders
with nuts and birdfeed. Blue tits nested in one of
the bird boxes I made and a squirrel used to
come in and eat from the feeders I hung up. The
blue tits came back two years in a row until I
came to prison. To watch nature at work is God’s
reward for your kindness to his creations. Even to
watch a spider spin a web in the morning dew and
see it’s threads glisten in the sun in magical and
then the beautiful butterflies with radiant
colours.

When I was in the art class, the teacher told us
all about Koestler Arts. She said you can do a
painting, a papier mache or a matchstick model.
When you put an entry into Koestler, you can sell
your work. If it sells, you get half the money and
25% goes to Koestler and 25% goes to a victims
of crime charity.
I did a matchstick model of a harp on a base with
a space for a pen/penholder. I got €25. That was
2016. In 2017 I entered two paintings and a
matchstick model, which took a couple of months
to make but nothing sold and my work was returned. I did not give up even though I was
feeling down. I turned to God and asked him for
the strength and motivation to carry on and my
faith in God was answered. I contacted the Irish
Council for Prisoners Overseas aka I.C.P.O. and
asked for help regarding art materials that I
needed. In 2018 I made an identical duplicate of
my prison cell. It took 6 months to make from
matches. I put it in the Koestler Arts and I got a
silver award. It then went on show at Southbank
in London. I had two paintings entered also but
nothing sold. My work was again returned but to
my surprise I got over 60 cards with feedback
from the public. That meant the world to me and
boosted my confidence. 2019, I entered 2
matchstick models and 1 painting. Nothing sold
but now I’m more determined to come up with
ideas.

So nature and it’s amazing colours mean so much
to me. I also like to recycle items when I can for
my artwork, like the three seats in my model are
caps of my used inhalers with matches on and
painted, also the spacers between the walls are
white lollypop sticks. It takes it’s toll, mentally,
when so much work is returned. It can make you
feel inferior after so much work but you must
never give up, believe in yourself, take pride in
your work and you will feel much better. Just
remember there are so many prisons and secure
hospitals where people enter the Koestler Arts.
So there are thousands of entries each year and
if your work is chosen from those thousands that
means your work is special. It would be a nice
consolation if ‘we’, meaning all prisoners who do
art, had an alternative outlet to sell our artwork.
Well maybe I’m a dreamer but God only knows.

Doing a painting or match making is a great
pastime and very relaxing. I find it to be very
peaceful and rewarding especially during
lockdown. The hours fly by and you can see your
work take shape and positive remarks from the
staff who see your work. When ICPO helped me
with art materials, it boosted my motivation to
work hard. So, in 2020 I put in a matchstick
model titled ‘Give Nature a Hand’. It won a silver
award. Then the model went to be shown at the

If you want to enter art, poetry, song writing,
matchstick model making and many more, you can
write to Koestler Arts, 168a Du Cane Road,
London, W120TX. Freepost. I hope my article was
some help. If it helps some of you budding artists
then I’m happy. Remember, never give up, try
again and you will reach your goal.
Tony O’Connor, UK
Please see back cover
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ICPO Maynooth Intern
David Devaney
My name is David Devaney and I am pursuing a Master`s degree in Comparative Criminology and Criminal
Justice at Maynooth University. I decided to apply for the Internship with the ICPO because I thought
that on a personal level it would provide me with an insight like no other. As a student you read and study
quite a lot of fascinating material related to the criminal justice system, however, what I have
experienced and learnt at ICPO cannot be found in a textbook.
This is exactly why I chose to apply for the internship. I knew that by taking part I would be afforded
the opportunity to be a part of and to observe firsthand a non-governmental organization operating
within the criminal justice sector. The work that the ICPO do is truly invaluable and I wanted to have
some role in the support of Irish prisoners abroad. Another reason why I explicitly chose to work with
ICPO was that I have international experience from working and studying abroad, in Spain and Austria
respectively. While my situation abroad was nothing like being imprisoned nor would I ever compare it
directly so, I can empathize with some of the frustrations and challenges that exist when living in a
different and unfamiliar country. At times my lack of ability to understand and speak Spanish was very
isolating as well as the fact that I was separated from my family and friends back home. I believe even
being able to understand on a very small level what foreign national prisoners may be going through gave
me an edge and drive to perform to my fullest while working at ICPO.
While the world has been gripped by the Covid 19 pandemic I recognized that those in prison are
suffering to an even larger degree. A number of the projects I was involved in were projects which
aimed to alleviate some of the challenges faced by foreign national prisoners while navigating the
implications of Covid 19 in prison. Such projects included a survey designed to better understand the
struggles that clients go through in relation to Covid during prison, as well as the way in which ICPO can
improve their service. I also was part of the team who designed, edited and created a wellness pack
aimed at assisting prisoners during this intense period of lockdown. Elements of the wellness pack
include in cell activities such as yoga, fitness, puzzles, mental health advice as well as general sections
designed to promote a sense of wellbeing amongst ICPO clients. Additional areas I worked in was
research on specific areas which could impact the wellbeing and lives of ICPO clients. Such areas
included the impact of President Biden on the American criminal justice system, as well as research into
other non –profits who provided support to prisoners on an international, as well as local level. I also
worked with caseworkers on individual cases and so conducted research related to specific issues, as
well as general issues affecting ICPO clients.
I found my internship to be an extremely rewarding experience and felt so welcome by all of the ICPO
staff at Maynooth. Despite having to work remotely instead of in the office, the team went above and
beyond to make me feel included by organizing phone calls, video meetings as well as checking in. I found
the work that the team at ICPO do to be extremely inspiring, and it was a privilege to observe firsthand
the amount of effort and dedication that the ICPO staff make to benefit their clients, whether it be to
secure hardship funding for a client, a place to stay upon release, staying up late to accommodate a
phone call in a different time zone, or spending time talking with one another how best to help a
particular client. The staff at ICPO consistently go above and beyond to support their clients, and as an
outsider interning with them it was truly heartening to see the wonderful work being done in the criminal
justice sector.
I enjoyed working with ICPO, I found the projects I was involved in to be fascinating and the work very
worthwhile. It has opened my eyes to the needs of foreign national prisoners, their struggles as well as
the wonderful work they themselves do through art and writing competitions among other things. It was
a great privilege to be an intern with the ICPO and an invaluable experience that I will take with me for
years to come.
David Devaney
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Update from London ICPO Office
First, the Good News!
Sally Murphy who is known to many of you has joined the ICPO as
our caseworker for the north-west of England. For many years,
Sally worked for Irish Community Care Merseyside where a large
part of her work included visiting Irish prisoners in some eight
prisons in that area. She will now be working exclusively for the
ICPO as the North West Prisons Coordinator. She introduces
herself on the next page.

Other news
At a time when prison visiting has been suspended, we have responded creatively and effectively to
support as many of you and your families as possible. We have provided hundreds of in-cell including
a special pack sent to 103 women. We were also able to make possible the purchase of Christmas
presents for a 100 prisoners’ children. A new service was the provision of basic essentials (clothes
and a winter coat) for those being released from prison with nothing more than the clothes on their
backs.
A few quotes showing your appreciation for our help and support meant a great deal to us after a
challenging twelve months:
“This was the first ever hardback book I have ever had of my own and I love the feel of it”.
“I have a prayer book on my desk and I read a bit every day”.
And this from a Chaplain: “I really am speechless. Your generous and most useful packs were
received with great joy. Our GRT community felt so loved and most of all special. The officers
joined in the celebrations and willingly carried the packs to the furthest wings. It was the most
joyful and really happy occasion of my 18 years as chaplain in HMP Chelmsford. (Sr. Philomena).
All this was in addition to our usual work with letters and phone calls. We continue to offer our
usual small grants for phone credit which are so important at a time when there are no
family visits and no prison work with which to earn some money. Besides maintaining phone
contact with prisoners, there were the usual high volumes of calls to family members, solicitors,
chaplains and probation officers.
We were delighted that a report in October 2020 by HM Inspectorate of Prisons thematic review of
“Minority ethnic prisoners’ experiences of rehabilitation and release planning”, made several
references to our prison work, describing it as a “notable positive practice”. The report also
recognised our work in organising events in prison for Travellers to socialise and celebrate their
culture.
As ever, we would like to thank you for your patience and forbearance throughout what has been and continues to be - a very difficult time for you and your families.
Fr Gerry McFlynn
Manager
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Spring 2021 Updates
As a new, Irish Council for Prisoners Overseas, member of staff, I
am delighted to take this opportunity to introduce myself. My name
is Sally Murphy and having worked with Irish Community Care Merseyside for the past 12 years, some of you might
recognise me from my work in prisons and the community. I am delighted to announce I am joining the London, (ICPO) team and am very
much looking forward to working with my new colleagues in both the
London and Maynooth offices on a new and exciting
project in the North West, incorporating no less than eight
prisons.
I am pleased I will be able to support ICPO clients and their
families in various settings including police stations, prisons, and the
community. My new role involves providing advice and I
information on cross border issues such as repatriation and transfer of supervision as well as
advocacy on behalf of clients in all aspects of the Criminal Justice System. Furthermore, those
clients in need of resettlement advice, not only to prepare for a smoother transition upon release but also
to help reduce the chances of reoffending, will also come under the remit of this exciting
project.
Hopefully, we are in the final stages of this nightmare pandemic and it will not be too long before prisons
are inviting outside agencies back in to visit again. I am looking forward to meeting clients in prisons in the
North West and very much looking forward to my work with ICPO.
Sally Murphy

Travellers
Travellers/Gypsies (GRT) face widespread discrimination and overt racism in many areas of
society. This is particularly the case in the Criminal Justice System where Travellers/Gypsies are
overrepresented.
The Irish Chaplaincy is currently engaged in a pilot project with NPS for 3 months in London
Magistrates courts. The aims of the project include identifying and advocating for members of the GRT
community, assisting with Pre Sentence Reports and improving compliance for this group with Community
Orders, Suspended Sentence Orders and Licences, in addition to providing GRT briefings and workshops to
court and prison staff to improve understanding of and engagement with this group.
If any prisoner from a Gypsy/Traveller background has any examples of their ethnicity being classed as a
risk factor by Probation or examples of racist stereotyping in their Oasys assessments and/or presentence reports I would be very grateful if you could write to me at the Chaplaincy address giving me
details. Please include your name, prison number and prison in the letter. Thank you!
Fiona Mullen
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Unending Love
I’ll try to smile all the while
When they visit me in prison.
I count the days with anticipation
Praying they'll reach their destination.
Hoping they'll have no complications.
They have left to fly across the sea
From the Emerald Isle to be with me.

Honest Words

A mother and brother will soon be here.
How long it has been since I held them near.
On the ground the plane has landed
A friend will meet them so they'll not be stranded.
A few hours more and they'll be here

To all the people who don’t know me personally
Can you please judge me when you hear my side of the story
I am an ordinary man who tried to make ends meet
I was on the brink of being broke, I was facing defeat

I will try me best to ease their fears
I know the first thing they will see

As I am a person of great pride, love and ambition

Is a huge white wall that confines me

The fear of financial hardship helped shaped my decision

Gun towers on every corner
With blackened windows which makes them morbid
Filling out forms and standing in line
Babies screaming and mothers crying

To bridge a money gap for a small amount of time
An attempt to raise cash to get my finances back into line
An opportunity came along so I rolled the dice

They wait and wait

With seemingly no other options I felt like I had no choice

For an hour or two

I had many bills to pay and a young family to feed

To see the daddy they never knew

I reject some people’s assumption that my motive was

At last I see them they're finally here
I watch as they smile but sense their fear
Steel doors slamming as they passed through each
one All this they go through

agreed
I completely acknowledge that the fault lies within me
And instead of helping, I’ve just damaged my family

For a brother and son

There was no malice in my money making mission

Maybe we'll never meet again

It was just a terrible, wrong and unlawful decision

As Mom gets older it's harder to come
For her it's not just a bus ride away

For most of my life I have been drowning in real bad debt

She must soar through the clouds

From purchases on credit cards and bank loans I now regret

From far far away

The media reported I was part of a cartell

As I hold her once more in my arms today

They would print anything so that their newspaper would

I bid her farewell and she begins to cry

sell

Please don't cry Ma
It will be alright

But as I’ve explained I’m a pretty normal human being

For I will be with you

I am a loving father, a man who had a simple dream

As long as there's stars at night

Which was a dream to settle down with children and a wife
Jazzer. US

And to treat them to the most beautiful and wonderful life
Stephen Donnelly, Australia
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ICPO Writing Competition
“A Day in My Life”
We know from reading the letters you write to us here in ICPO that you really enjoy reading
stories by your fellow Irish prisoners in many countries throughout the world. They help to
give you a sense that you are not alone and that many others are going through similar
experiences.
With that in mind we have decided to run another competition to encourage more people to
share their experience. The title of the article is ‘A Day in My Life’ and it should be between
600 and 800 words.
The competition is open to all ICPO clients. Prizes of €50, €30 and €20 (or equivalent) will be
awarded for the 3 best entries which will be published in the autumn edition of ICPO News.
Other entries may be published in future editions.
A good story might include some of the following:





A typical day in your life there in prison
Conditions in the prison
Refer to the things you do to pass the time – hobbies, courses etc.
How you have coped and more importantly, your hopes and dreams for the future.

Your entries (which can be handwritten or typed) must reach us here at: ICPO, Columba Centre, Maynooth, Co Kildare, Ireland, no later than 31st August 2021.
We always encourage new writers so give it a go...
You might discover you enjoy putting pen to paper.

ICPO Survey
You might remember in our Christmas supplement we included a survey for you to fill in about how
you are doing in prison. We are delighted with the response and would like to say a very special
thank you to all of you who completed it. Over 110 of you completed and returned the survey to us.
And we are still receiving them, so if you would like to return yours it is not too late!
We asked you to fill in the survey as we really want to hear about your experience in prison and
how you are coping, especially given the difficulties over the past year. This helps to give us a realistic picture of the challenges you face and how we can best respond. We are looking at the results at the moment and will publish the findings in the Autumn newsletter. We will use the findings to help us to improve our supports to prisoners and families in future, as well as in our discussions with the Department of Foreign Affairs and others.

We will let you know the findings
In the Autumn Newsletter
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Living Memory
Superficially, at least, there are no drawbacks.
Had a bad day, relive a good one. Marriage
problems, simply relive your honeymoon, your
wedding, the proposal or whatever. Or on those
days when you want to strangle your kids, reimmerse yourself in their childhood love and
devotion that time and hormones have robbed you
of. All this positive reinforcement would have
Dickens spinning in his grave but, and there’s
always a but, ‘what if there’s a Dickensian darkside?’

my sudden insight, right up until I realized that,
based on his stultified expression, John’s
thoughts had extrapolated far beyond the
personal, social and economic implications of drug
-induced escapism, into the sublimely sinister.
After a suitably sufficient pause to allow me to
recover my dignity, he began. ‘What if what you
remember is not what you remember?’
‘Cryptic’, was Jay’s immediate riposte, ‘but I’ll
bite. Explain.’
‘We all know that memory is unreliable,
eye-witness testimony etc., particularly
after a traumatic event. The mind omits
details, sometimes simply just focusing
on the major factors, feelings and
emotions or as a way to protect us from
the full reality. But is this only when
bad things happen? Aren’t all emotional
events traumatic, good traumatic as
well as bad?’
‘Careful, your eloquence is slipping!’

John’s question rather knocked us
for six and now as I sit in my usual
chair staring at the seat from
which his ever-disheveled form
should be conducting the
conversation, I question how I
couldn’t have seen the harbingers
hovering. The irony of asking such
a question in this context is not
lost on me, nor is the fact that this
reportedly infallible ‘memory
technique’ was used in ruling his
death an unfortunate accident.

Ignoring Richard, John’s alacrity
quickened. ‘And they say that there’s no butterfly
effect but what if there is?’ It was a piece by
James Joyce that got me thinking. Hang on, I
wrote it down. So in the future the sister of the
past, I may see myself as I sit here now but by
reflection from that which then I shall be.

After the initial successes with dementia and
degenerate memory loss, induced -particularly
trauma-induced-loss became a controversial
focus. Although regression therapy was not new, a
patient could not be forced to remember and
while mental protection barriers could be
coercively weakened, they would not be crushed,
that is until now.

You see, although recovered memory isn’t a new
concept, it’s sporadic, deliberate and usually
occurs under controlled conditions. Now what if,
with the genie roaming free, you remember
something that changes your opinion, say of
someone you trust or even love. Visiting the past
has changed the present and the future. It may
not be stomping on a Jurassic butterfly but it’s a
real possibility. As an isolated incident, it’s no big
deal until you consider that all human
relationships, in fact our entire society is
predicated on the fallacy that what we remember
is what actually happened.
But it’s not! And just to complicate things, coming
back to Joyce, in remembering we’re also
reinterpreting based on our current views,
dislikes and prejudices rather than perhaps the
native optimism of youth. Nothing’s now hidden.
You can re-experience, over and over again, the
hurt you felt, compulsively, obsessively, until
everything else is obliterated.’

Jay, ever the optimist, and in fine form that
evening, wasn’t going to let slip the opportunity
for a little friendly teasing. ‘You say Dickensian
dark-side like the depressing old bastard was
ever anything but miserable. Seriously, Bleak
House wasn’t so much a title, as a health-warning
and it certainly delivered on its promise.
‘Although’, added Richard, ‘does it surpass the
Smashing Pumpkins’ Mellon Collie and Infinite
Sadness, the Campbell’s Tomato Soup of album
titles?’ An excellent example! Misery for the
masses or misery for the middle classes? But
triviality and joviality aside, where’s the darkside, or even downside?’
I ebulliently answered in place of John, with no
small degree of hubris and grandiloquence I might
add, rather pleased with what I perceived to be
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Part 2 of the Listowel Short Story 2020 Winning entry

John’s argument ran counter to Jay’s somewhat
privileged upbringing and outlook. ‘But you can
remember the positive too, counterbalancing one
bad argument against many good times. Isn’t this
essentially why we remember our emotions, the
average of all experiences and discard the
outliers?’

It’s the ultimate in physical and psychological
torture! Waterboarding could be repeated on a
continuous loop without the risk of drowning, or
what if a serial sadist got hold of this? Someone
like David Parker Ray or Tommy Lynn Sells, both
level 22 on Dr. Stone’s Graduations of Evil scale.
True monsters are the exception, granted, but why
tempt lesser monsters and lesser mortals to climb
the scale. Jacob’s Ladder this isn’t.’

‘Yes of course but you have to choose to do so, and
who’s to say that these good times aren’t also
tainted. Overnight, you can change the entire basis
of a relationship and every experience associated
with it. I’ll grant you that there’s a possible
flipside. You could start liking someone you hated,
but men’s souls are fundamentally flawed, and who
seriously is going to relive their entire horrible
relationship with a person just to see if they’re
actually a nice chap?’
‘Are we all as self-deluded as you claim?’
‘Frankly? Yes!’
‘OK’, Jay clearly wasn’t going to let this slide,
‘setting aside the big ticket items which are
thankfully rare, although maybe not as uncommon
as we think if we follow your reasoning, you seem to
be implying that society will self-implode because
we now have improved memory.’
‘But it’s not improved memory, that’s the point! This
won’t make you a Mastermind champion overnight,
help you remember your phone number or where
you left your car keys. But you can relive the panic
and stress of that time you couldn’t find your car.
And how does that help society?’

It was this disturbing image, passionately painted,
that preoccupied my thoughts during the following
week. I could see that, to John, this wasn’t just a
conspirator’s colourful conjecture. He was deeply
disturbed, but was he delusional? It was a question
that I couldn’t just come right out and ask. Actually
I could have, and looking back, should have. Where
was his evidence, his proof? Anyone could point to
news-stories and infer endless seemingly plausible
hidden factors, covert connections and credible
conclusions. It’s the very definition of a conspiracy.
I even started seeing them myself. The rise in
sudden violent outbursts amongst the normally
docile and domesticated. School-shootings,
workplace massacres, retaliatory rhetoric for
unknown wrongs, you could, if you choose, see a
pattern or at least a common thread, but the
question was causality, or more accurately,
collective causality. Had something really changed,
or were these types of stories just currently en
vogue?

I could see his point, but I had to agree with Jay,
it was a little farfetched. Clearly John’s
frustration was building.
‘How do I explain this? Even if you assume,
incorrectly, that society is stable, even resilient, if
enough cracks are introduced, anything will fall.
Even ignoring any domino-effects, eventually you
cross the tipping-point. But even if you reject the
argument, consider the other risks to allowing this
reliving to become the norm. Sure you can relive
the good times, and ignore the bad, but what if you
had to face them. I don’t mean witnesses or even
victims helping the police, I mean actually being
forced against your will. You can see it coming,
Burgess’ A Clockwork Orange, with a courtmandated aversion therapy, all to the strains of
Beethoven’s Ode to Joy.

I should have realized that I was more concerned
with the picture than the artist. But still I avoided
him, no not actually avoided, exactly, I just didn’t
initiate contact, and neither did he. It wasn’t
completely unheard of, under other circumstances,
I mean it’s not as if we lived in each other’s
pockets. Maybe I didn’t want to know, maybe my
lethargy was really apathy. And life, with all its
Monday-morning monotony, took over, as it is
wanton to do, or at least I acquiesced to it. It was
the path of least resistance, and anyway, he’d have
another obsession next month.
But he didn’t, have a next month that is, or any
after that, and his chair still stands empty.
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Brush up on your Irish with Caitriona Ní Bhaoill

Smidin Gaeilge
Ceol Traidisiúnta
Traditional Music

Amhrán

Ow-rawn

Song

Ceol

C-yo-wl

Music

Fonn

Fown

Tune

Cúlrian

Cool-reen

Backing Track

Tionclann

Chunac-lun

Accompaniment

Comhceoil

Co-Cyo-wl

Harmony

Giotar

Guitar

Guitar

Feadóg Stáin

Fadowg Stawn

Tin Whistle

Bosca Ceoil

Busca C-yo-wl

Accordian

Treasna na dtonnta
Amhrán ón Scoil le cordaí giotar

(A song from our schooldays with guitar chords)
D
Trasna na dtonnta, dul siar, dul siar
Over the waves, going west, going west!
G
D
Bm
A
Slán leis an uaigneas is slán leis an gcian
Good-bye to loneliness and to the distant remoteness;
D

Bm

Geal é mo chroí, agus geal í an ghrian,
Bright is my heart and bright is the sun
G

A

D

Geal a bheith ag filleadh go hÉirinn!
Happy to be returning to Ireland!

Bodhrán

Bow-rawn

Cordaí

Cordee

Bodhrán (Irish
Drum)
Chords

Nótaí

No-tee

Notes

Chonaic mo dhóthain de Thíortha i gcéin,

Banna Cheoil

Banna Cyo-wl

Band

I saw my fill of countries abroad,

Amhráin Faoi
Imirce
Uaigneas

Ow-rawn Fwee
Imirca
Oogniss

Songs about
Emigration
Loneliness

G

Filleadh go
Éirinn
Tír

Filla gu hairinn
Teer

Returning to
Ireland
Country

Gold and silver, the wealth of the world,

D

D

A

Ór agus airgead, saibhreas an tsaoil,

D

Bm

Éiríonn an croí ‘nam le breacadh gach lae
My heart rises in me with the break of each day
G

A

D

‘S mé druidim le dúthaigh mo mhuintir!
As I draw closer to the land of my people
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Challenge yourself!
Animal Homes
Apiary

Lair

Burrow

Roost

Den

Stable

Hive

Warren

Kennel

Barn

Pit

Coop

Shell

Fold

Swamp

Hutch

Woodlands

Nest

Aquarium

Sett

Cave

Sty

Eyrie

Water

Hole

Spot the

Difference

Can you find 8 differences in this Restaurant scene?
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Challenge yourself!
How Hot are Your Maths?
Egg Equation: If a hen and a half lay an egg and a half in a day and a half, how many
eggs will half a dozen hens lay in half a dozen days?
Animal Riddle: In reply to an inquiry about the animals on his farm, the farmer says: “I
only ever keep sheep, goats, and horses. In fact, at the moment they are all sheep bar
three, all goats bar four, and all horses bar five.” How many does he have of each
animal?
Inheritance: Old Granny Adams left half her money to her granddaughter and half that
amount to her grandson. She left a sixth to her brother, and the remainder, $1,000, to
the dogs’ home. How much did she leave altogether?
Filling a Reservoir: The water level in a reservoir is low, but doubles every day. It takes
60 days to fill the reservoir. How long does it take for the reservoir to become half
full?
Parking the Car: What is the number of the space
covered by the car?

Word Puzzle Pictures
2

1

Cold
O
m
I
n
g

5

3

iiiiiiiii

M.S
PH.D
B.A
6

KNEE

ACE

DKI

10

D
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BULL
iiiiiiiii
BULL

12

11

Insult + Injury

4

8

7

B sick ED

LIGHTS

9

0

U

C

K

SEARCH

LOW
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Word Puzzle Pictures: 1. Coming down with a cold. 2.
Three degrees below zero 3. Circles under the eyes 4.
Noah’s Ark 5. Neon Lights 6. Sick in bed 7. Mixed up kid.
8. Bulls eyes 9. Ace high 10. Add insult to injury 11. Duck
down. 12. Search high and low.
Spot the Difference: 1. Left ceiling light different 2.
Waitress’s napkin 3. Diner’s tie changed to dickie bow 4.
Pattern on chair back 5. Customer behind waitress has
different length hair 6. Diner at the back pouring wine 7.
Different shirt on lady to front 8. Pocket on shirt on guy
to the front.
Maths: Egg equation: 2 dozen. Animal Riddle: The
farmer has 3 sheep, 2 goats, 1 horse. Adding 3, 4, and 5,
in this case, gives twice the number of animals, so there
must be six animals altogether. Inheritance: She left
$12,000. One half plus one quarter plus one-sixth equals
eleven-twelfths. So, the remainder, $1,000, is onetwelfth of the whole, which must have been $12,000.
Filling a Reservoir:59 days. Carpark:87
Cryptic Book Titles: 1. Great Expectations 2. Little
Women 3. Casino Royale 4. The Lord of the Rings 5. The
Silence of the Lambs 6. The Snapper 7. Angela’s Ashes
8. Brooklyn 9. Room 10. One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest

Each Sudoku grid has a unique solution that can
be reached logically without guessing. Enter
digits from 1 to 9 into the blank spaces. Every
row must contain one of each digit. So must
every column, as must ever 3x3 square.

Sudoku

Answers

A bear walks into a bar and says ‘Give me a whiskey and …... water
‘Why the big pause?’ asks the bartender
‘The bear shrugged ‘I don’t know, I guess I was born with them
Q. What kind of exercise do lazy people do?
A.
Diddly-squats
Q. Why don’t scientists trust atoms?
A.
Because they make up everything
Q. Did you hear about the claustrophobic astronaut?
A.
He just needed a little space.
Q. What is the best thing about Switzerland?
A.
I don’t know but the flag is a big Plus

A Spot of Humour
5. Baby Sheep not Making a Sound (3,7,2,3,5)

(3,4,4,3,7,4)

(3,4,2,3,5)

10. Singular Flight Over the Bed of a Crazy Bird

1. Tremendous Anticipations (5,12)

6. The Photographer (3,7)

2. Small Females (6,5)

7. Angie’s Cinders (7,5)

3. Small House for Royalty to Gamble in (6,6)

8. Borough of New York City (8)

4. The Noble owner of Finger Jewelry

9. Chamber (4)

Cryptic Book

Titles Quiz

Challenge yourself!

RECENT
EVENTS IN
IRELAND

Rachel Blackmore from Tipperary, Ireland earned a place in racing history by becoming the first female jockey
to win the Aintree Grand National, riding Minella Times.

“Give Nature a Hand”

The vaccination centre in City West. This is truly a sign of

Matchstick model by Tony O’Connor which won a silver award

hope. After a protracted lockdown things are beginning to

in the 2020 Koestler Art competition.

open up and the promise of better days ahead is becoming a

See article on Pg. 12
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reality.

